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with numerous portraits of publishers, and fac-
similes of stamps and devices, and well indexed.
It deserves a place in every public library in
England.

Book-Prices Current. Vol. XXIV. pp. x., 825.
Elliot Stock. £1 5J. td.

Mr. Slater, in his introduction to the new volume,
not only notes that * the average sum realised per
" lo t " of books sold during the season 1909-10
amounts to £2 9s. id., as against £3 1 is. iod. for
the season 1908-9,' but makes the sweeping state-
ment that ' the commercial value of books of almost
all classes has very materially declined during the
past few years, and that just lately this decline has
become more than ever accentuated.' The evi-
dence for this statement is hardly conclusive, and
* the number of extremely important books' which
Mr. Slater cites as having been bought in at the
Gott sale, and subsequently sold again, last March,
at much smaller prices, does not seem to us as
striking as Mr. Slater considers it. It is never
wise to buy in books at a great sale like Dr. Gott's.
A great sale generates enthusiasm, and if a book
does not fetch a high price then, it is very unlikely
to do so when offered again at a miscellaneous one.
It is the absence of anything approaching a great
sale in 1910 that brought down the average price
some 33 per cent.; but as soon as first-class books
are brought into the market, we shall be very sur-
prised if high water is not again touched. Mean-
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while it is pleasant to have to note that • Book-
Prices Current' continues to improve, more espe-
cially in its index, much of which is now admirably
arranged. It is a special pleasure to us to see that
under * Bindings' there are now references not
merely to books about binding, but to those which
owe the prices they have fetched to the beauty or
interest of their covers. When the same system is
extended to books sought after for their typography
or illustrations, a long-standing grievance, to which
we have repeatedly drawn attention, will at last be
removed.

The paper of lending library books; with some remarks
on their bindings, illustrated by diagrams andphoto-
micographs. By Cedric Chivers. Truslove and
Hanson, pp. 34.

By means of numerous diagrams Mr. Chivers
makes out a very good case for his contention that
it is of immense importance to the life of a book
that it should be printed with the grain of the
paper across the page, instead of up and down it.
It is unsatisfactory to know that of 3,717 English
books examined by Mr. Chivers, 34 per cent, have
the grain the wrong way, thus making the book
weak in its sewings. In America, however, matters
are still worse, of 981 books tested no less than 86
per cent, having their grain the weaker way.
Mr. Chivers also shows that as compared with
books printed before 1890 those of the present day
have an average tensile strength of 6 lb. instead of
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